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Introduction
In January 2012, the Government of Nunavut Department of Health and Social Services (HSS) launched the 
Tobacco Has No Place Here initiative to raise awareness about the serious health, social, and cultural effects 
of tobacco in our territory. As part of this initiative, HSS created a short educational video that can be used in 
schools to teach students about tobacco use. The video is geared towards grade 9 students and is intended 
to be integrated into the grade 9 health curriculum. However, it can also be used in higher or lower grades 
and integrated into different subject curricula as appropriate. The video is built around four short public 
service announcements (PSAs) made for and by Nunavummiut youth at the Atii – Be Smoke-Free! youth 
video workshop held in Iqaluit in November 2011. Each PSA has a unique message, and all are intended to 
spark discussion as an entry-point to deeper understanding about the impacts of tobacco use in Nunavut.

This Teachers’ Resource Guide accompanies the video. The Guide outlines the learning objectives for 
several sub-topics covered in the video, provides supplementary information about tobacco, offers ideas 
for classroom activities, and contains sample handouts and worksheets. This Guide is organized in sections 
according to chapters in the video, each of which covers a different sub-topic related to tobacco.

Tips for showing the video in your class

Before watching the video…

• Ask students what they already know about tobacco to generate discussion. This can be a great 
way to better understand students’ prior knowledge of tobacco issues. One idea for doing this 
is to have students create concept maps (mind maps). To create a concept map about tobacco, 
instruct students to write down the word “tobacco” in the middle of a sheet of paper and then to 
fill up the rest of the page with words or pictures of anything that they associate with tobacco. 
This can be a great diagnostic assessment to gauge prior learning.

• Introduce the video, telling students that the video is hosted by Inuk Qablunnaq (Anguti 
Johnston) and includes four video PSAs made for and by Nunavummiut youth.

Show the video straight through

• Show the video to the students the whole way through so that they can take in all of the 
messages before zeroing in on specific sub-topics or themes.

Stop the video at various points to generate discussion

• There are a number of discussion questions posed throughout the video. For example, the first 
question posed is: “How many people actually smoke in Nunavut? Do you know?” Consider 
stopping the video after each of these questions to discuss students’ answers as a class.

• Questions also correspond to particular sub-topics covered in chapters of the video, so they 
can be entry points to more in-depth learning about these sub-topics. For example, the first 
question corresponds to “Tobacco Use in Nunavut,” which is the title of one of the chapters 
in the video and is also the title of a section in this guide. Consider stopping the video after a 
question is posed, discussing students’ answers as a class, and then deepening understanding 
by diving into a supplementary learning activity. For example, students could add newly gained 
information to their concept maps that they created before starting the video.

Show the video one chapter at a time

• Consider showing the video to students a second time, selecting one chapter to 
show at a time. On the main menu, click “Select by chapter” and then select the 
chapter that you want to play. After watching a chapter, bring in supplementary 
information about the chapter topic and have students engage in classroom 
activities relating to the learning objectives of that chapter.
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Pitfalls in  
Tobacco Education 

i 
This educational video is a gateway for meaningful teaching and learning about tobacco that you can facilitate 
in your classroom. But watch out for these common pitfalls when talking to your students about tobacco:

1. Suggesting that people who smoke are “bad” – This approach often 
backfires, especially with high-risk students, because it makes smoking a vehicle for rebellion. It 
also labels students in your classroom who may be experimenting with or using tobacco.

2. Implying that smoking is dumb – Children and youth need to be able to respect 
their parents and other adults in their lives whether they smoke or not. By learning that nicotine is 
addictive, and that society has only recently realized how deadly smoking is, students can separate 
their own choices from the choices some adults have made in the past.

3. Excluding students who have already decided not to smoke – Some 
students may have already decided not to smoke. If this is the case, they can learn ways to support 
others to choose not to use tobacco. They will also learn skills that will help them make healthy 
choices in other parts of their lives. 

4. Expecting students to assert their rights at home – Students will learn 
that tobacco use and second-hand smoke is harmful, and they will learn skills to help them make 
positive choices in their own lives. But they may experience conflict, fear, and/or embarrassment 
that a family member would do something to harm themselves and others. Support students 
to separate their feelings about smoke (which is harmful) from how they feel about the person 
(who is addicted). Be sensitive to issues involving adults in their lives. The goal should not be for 
students to run home and “take on” their parents and significant others who smoke. Parents may 
also see the school as intruding into their lives, and you could lose their support for your tobacco 
prevention efforts. 

5. Overemphasizing the deadly consequences of tobacco smoking 
– It is true that tobacco use can be deadly – statistics show that cigarettes kill half of their lifetime 
users. But some people do smoke their entire lives without developing any serious illnesses. By 
overemphasizing the deadly consequences of tobacco (saying things like “if you smoke, you’ll 
die,”) you risk positioning yourself against the lived experience of some of your students who may 
have aged relatives who smoke. Be truthful about the very real and dangerous risks of tobacco, but 
avoid oversimplifying or overemphasizing the deadly consequences. 
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6. Emphasizing only long term impacts – Frankly, many students do not care 
about health consequences that may occur 30 years down the road and research shows most 
youth falsely believe that they will quit before they are affected. It’s better to focus on the 
immediate consequences: stinky breath, hair and clothes, yellow teeth and fingers, aging skin, 
addiction, clinging tobacco smell, financial costs, increase coughing, illness, asthma attacks, 
bronchial infections, and a decreased performance in sports.

7. Thinking you’ve failed if a student starts smoking – Young students start 
smoking for a variety of complex reasons – home influences, peer pressure, coping with stress, 
rite of passage, badge of independence. The best you can do is foster critical thinking, boost your 
students’ self-esteem and equip them with skills, motivation, and information they need to make 
their own positive lifestyle choices. Especially important is to help students develop the belief that 
they can resist using tobacco. And remember: you’ll probably see some of your students smoking. 

What you’ll never see is how many didn’t start because of their classroom experience. 

8. Hiding your habit if you are a tobacco user – Kids somehow manage to 
“sniff out” the truth. Use this reality to support the outcomes of this program. You might be able 
to provide honest firsthand information about tobacco addiction that will help your students steer 
clear of tobacco. They would be interested to know why you smoke if you know that it’s bad for you, 
why you don’t appear to be sick and whether you’ve tried to quit. Try not to smoke in front of your 
students – like it or not, you are still a powerful role model for them.
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Tobacco use in Nunavut

VIDEO QUESTION: 
How many people actually smoke in Nunavut?  
Do you know?

LEARNING OBjECTIVES:
• Know what percent of people smoke in Nunavut. 

• Explore the ways in which this percentage is different than they may have thought. 

Many students think that “everybody smokes.” It’s true that many more people smoke in Nunavut than in the 
rest of Canada. But, smoking rates in the territory are probably lower than your students think. Knowing that 
“not everyone” smokes is an important step in challenging social norms around tobacco use. You can use this 
opportunity to generate discussion about perceptions around smoking – were students surprised to learn 
how many Nunavummiut smoke? Why do they think smoking rates are higher in Nunavut than in other parts 
of Canada? What can we do to make smoking rates lower?

Fast facts - Tobacco use statistics

• In Nunavut, smoking rates are triple the national average. An estimated 60% of Nunavummiut age 
12 and over smoke daily or occasionally.ii

• Smoking rates are even higher among Nunavut’s Inuit population. An estimated 64 to 71% of Inuit 
Nunavummiut smoke.iii  

• 31% of males and 36% of females in grades 9 and 10 are daily smokers. Conversely 7% of males 
and 12% of females in grades 6 to 8 are daily smokers, suggesting that many youth start smoking 
daily between grades 8 and 9.iv 

• Research in the Baffin region of Nunavut indicates that 80-89 percent of pregnant women smoke 
throughout their pregnancy.v 
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Activity ideas:

• Graphing – Write the raw percentage data of what proportion of people smoke in each 
province and territory on the black board and have students graph the data. Their graphs should 
look similar to the graph above.  

• Guess Nunavut’s smoking rate – Draw a graph like the one above on the blackboard 
but hide the province and territory names. Have students guess which bar represents Nunavut. 
This may be a wake-up call for many students, which could spark interesting class discussion. 
Consider also asking students to guess which bars belong to other provinces or territories. For 
example, which bar represents the smoking rate in the Northwest Territories? Which province or 
territory has the shortest bar (lowest smoking rate)?

• Physical representation of smoking rates – Explain to your class that as a 
group they represent Canada. Then determine the percentage of the class that would represent the 
20% of Canadians who smoke (for example, 20% of 30 students is 6 students). Next, explain that 
this time, the class represents Nunavut. Then determine the percentage of the class that would 
represent the 60% of the Nunavummiut who smoke (i.e. 60% of 30 students is 18 students).  
This activity works as a great physical representation of current tobacco use statistics. 
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Tobacco and Inuit Culture
LEARNING OBjECTIVES:
• Understand that tobacco use is not a traditional part of Inuit culture.

• Separate their own choices from the choices other adults have made in the past by 
contrasting what people knew about tobacco in the past with what we know now. 

Unlike other First Nations peoples, Inuit never traditionally used tobacco. Tobacco was introduced to the 
North by traders and whalers in the 17th and 18th centuries.vi  European whalers traded tobacco and other 
goods to Inuit in exchange for furs. The negative health effects of tobacco were not known at that time. 
Gradually, tobacco became part of everyday life, and people began to know about the harmful effects of 
tobacco use. 

Activity ideas:

• Elder storytelling – Invite an Elder in your community to come into your class to tell 
stories about the times before tobacco was part of life in the North. Encourage students to ask 
lots of questions. Consider videotaping the session.

• Interviewing Elders – Have students interview Elders in the community about life before 
tobacco. Have a few questions that every student should ask an Elder, and then encourage students 
to ask their own questions. Students can use the Interview Guide on p.9 to record the Elders’ 
stories. If possible, they can also videotape the Elder and show the video of the interview to the rest 
of the class. 

• What we knew in the past, what we know now – As a class or in groups, 
ask students to compare and contrast what we know now about the health effects of tobacco in 
the present day with what Elders knew (or didn’t know) about the health effects of tobacco when 
they were young. Draw two columns on the blackboard – one labeled “What our Elders knew about 
tobacco when they were young,” and one labeled “What we know now”. Consider adding a third 
column labeled “What our Elders’ ancestors knew about tobacco when it first came to Nunavut”. 
Invite students up to the board to write down their answers in each column. Have students reflect 
on their answers. How does what we know about tobacco influence our choices?

• Our Ancestors Never Smoked – Read books about other Elders sharing their 
experiences with tobacco. Pauktuutit has a great resource called “Our Ancestors Never Smoked,” 
available on Pauktuutit’s website at http://pauktuutit.ca/index.php/issues/tobacco-cessation/ 

• Tobacco timeline – Based on information in the video and supplementary information 
that students have gathered through the above activities, have students make a timeline of 
tobacco in Nunavut. For example, start with the time before tobacco and have students write 
and draw about what life was like. Then ask them to add additional points to their timeline – 
when tobacco was first introduced in Nunavut (Who brought it? How?), when people moved to 
settlements (Where did they get tobacco now? What did they know about tobacco?), and other 
events leading up to the present day (What do we know now? What effects of tobacco do we see in 
our communities?). Students can make timelines individually or in groups. 
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Elder Interview Guide
Ask an Elder in your community if you can interview them about the times before tobacco.  
Record their stories on this sheet.

1) What was life like before tobacco was sold everywhere?

Answer:  

  

  

  

2) How did people start using tobacco?

Answer:  

  

  

  

3) When did you start to hear about that tobacco use was bad for your health?  
Which health problems did you know about? 

Answer:  

  

  

  

Ask your own questions:

4)    

 

Answer:  

  

  

  

5)    

 

Answer:  
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The Tobacco Industry
 

LEARNING OBjECTIVES:
• Understand tactics tobacco companies use to sell their product.

• Critically analyze how advertising is used to influence people’s decisions. 

• Calculate the financial cost of tobacco use in both the short and long term. 

The tobacco industry has historically used deceptive tactics to market cigarettes to consumers. They 
have been dishonest about the health effects of smoking and have withheld information from the general 
public. They market deadly cigarettes like any other “normal” product, and people become addicted. 
Tobacco companies also specifically target youth, who they call “replacement smokers” – new smokers 
who will replace the smokers who die from tobacco use each year. Exposing the tobacco industry for their 
manipulative marketing tactics has been a very successful approach to engaging youth in tobacco prevention 
programming. Focusing on the tobacco industry also helps shift the blame away from people who smoke. 

 Fast facts - The tobacco industry 
vii 

• In 2011, Nunavummiut spent over $42 million on tobacco products. Someone is profiting 
and it’s not us!

• In Canada, the tobacco industry (also known as “Big Tobacco”) is dominated by three large 
companies: Imperial Tobacco Canada, Rothmans Benson & Hedges, and JTI-Macdonald. The 
industry only employs a small percentage of Canadians, but their profits are very high.

• Big Tobacco spends about $12.5 billion on advertising and promotions in a year. That’s about $34 
million a day!

• The industry has used some devious tactics to increase the number of teenagers that smoke:

• In 1972, a tobacco company thought about adding honey to cigarettes to target teenagers’ 
sweet tooth. 

• Tobacco companies went to court to fight to keep tobacco advertising near high schools, 
and they won.

• Smoking is shown in 75% of PG-rated American-made movies and 90% of R-rated movies.
• In 2007, Camel made pink and teal cigarette packs to attract young girls. 

• The tobacco industry has also made some outrageous claims about tobacco:

• In 1997, a Big Tobacco executive said, under oath, that he believed Gummy Bears were 
addictive like cigarettes.

• Tobacco companies have said that cigarettes are just as addictive as M&Ms, coffee, 
television, Internet access, and sugar and salt.

• Tobacco companies lie about the dangers of tobacco:

• In 2006, a judge ruled that Big Tobacco had been lying to the public for the last 50 years in 
order to deceive people about the dangers of smoking.

• In 1997, one tobacco company executive said he would probably “instantly” shut his 
doors “to get a better hold on things” if it were proved to his satisfaction that smoking 
causes cancer. That same company now admits on their website that smoking causes 
cancer, but they haven’t closed their doors.
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• On their websites, tobacco companies encourage people to quit smoking. However, 
in 2006, a court found that tobacco companies manipulate nicotine levels to keep 
smokers addicted.

• Almost two million smokers and ex-smokers in Quebec are currently filing a class-action lawsuit 
against Big Tobacco worth $27 billion. Two groups of people - some who have become seriously 
ill from tobacco-related illnesses, and others who say they are unable to quit using tobacco - are 
suing Big Tobacco. They say that Big Tobacco has encouraged addiction. This is the largest class-
action lawsuit in Canadian history.viii  

• In 2011, the Government of Nunavut passed legislation enabling it to sue tobacco companies to 
recover money it has spent on health care costs of treating tobacco-related illnesses. These costs far 
exceed the revenue the government receives from tobacco taxes. 

“Tobacco products are the only products which kill when 
used as intended.”
Dr. Gro Harlem Brundtland, Ex-Director General of the World Health Organization (WHO)

This quote says it all – cigarettes are not “normal” consumer products. They are deadly!

Activity ideas:

• Analyzing tobacco advertisements – Have students look through old ads from the 
tobacco industry (examples can be found on p.12, but ads are also widely available on the internet. 
Type “tobacco advertisements” into any search engine). Ask students to think critically about the 
ads and analyze which tactics the companies are using to sell cigarettes.

• Counter-industry PSAs – Have students compare and contrast tobacco advertisements 
with counter-industry PSAs (examples on p.13). After discussing which PSAs students find most 
effective, have students make their own video or print PSAs. Share their PSAs with the HSS Tobacco 
Reduction Specialist (contact information on p.3) or post them on the “Tobacco Has No Place Here” 
Facebook page. 

• The cost of smoking – Using the worksheet on p.14, have students calculate the cost of 
smoking and how much money being smoke-free saves. Discuss what else students could buy with 
this money. 

• Bonus movie – Watch the short film made by HSS about the tobacco industry supply chain, 
which is included on the DVD as a bonus movie. (The video is also available on YouTube. Search 
THNPH 2011 and look for the video called “World No Tobacco Day 2012 Animated Short Video”). 
Trace tobacco back to its origins where it is grown in India, China, the United States, Brazil, and 
many other countries. Have students do research to find out where it is manufactured and where 
it is sold. Create a tobacco industry map connecting the countries where tobacco is grown to the 
countries where it is manufactured to the countries where it is sold. Discuss where students think 
Big Tobacco makes the most money within this supply chain. There are also four fact sheets to 
accompany the bonus movie included on p.30- 33 of this Guide. For additional information, refer to 
the Tobacco Atlas online at http://www.tobaccoatlas.org/industry/growing_tobacco/land/. 

Extensions/ Resources:
The Truth Campaign: www.thetruth.com 
Tobacco Atlas: http://www.tobaccoatlas.org/
industry/growing_tobacco/land/
Tobacco Industry Denormalization Info Pack: 
 www.nbatc.ca/tatu/download/TID.pdf 
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Analyzing Tobacco Advertisements
Tobacco advertising has been largely banned in Canada since 1988. However, tobacco companies 
are still allowed to advertise in magazines with 85% or more adult readership, and until 2003 were 
allowed to sponsor cultural and sports events.ix  Tobacco companies have used many tactics to 
convince people to smoke. Have students look through these old ads and analyze the tactics that the 
cigarette companies use to sell their products. Students can write down their ideas, discuss them in 
groups, or discuss them as a class. 

Key questions to guide students’ analysis

1. How are these ads trying to sell cigarettes? What tactics are they using?

2. What do these ads say about smoking? Are the things they say true? 

3. Are you convinced? Do these ads make you want to smoke? 

4. What would you tell someone who wants to smoke because of these ads about tobacco? 

Examples of tobacco ads

l

For more ads, simply search the internet for “Tobacco Advertisements.”

1. Philip Morris. “New Philip Morris. . . gentle for modern taste”. 1956.  http://tobaccodocuments.org/pollay_ads/Phil02.15.html   

2. RJ Reynolds Tobacco Co. “More Doctors Smoke Camels Than Any Other Cigarette”. No date. http://tobaccodocuments.org/pollay_ads/Came14.19.htm

3. American Tobacco Co. “’Light my Lucky.’”, 1984. http://tobaccodocuments.org/pollay_ads/Luck10.16.html

 4. Brown & Williamson. “The pleasure is back. BARCLAY”. 1982. http://tobaccodocuments.org/pollay_ads/Barc01.02.html

5. Philip Morris. “Keep it Basic”. 1998.   http://tobaccodocuments.org/pollay_ads/Basi04.01a.html 

6. Philip Morris. “Come to where the flavor is.”. 1999. http://tobaccodocuments.org/pollay_ads/Marl23.09.html

1 2 3

4 5 6
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Counter-Industry Tobacco Public 
Service Announcements (PSAs)
To counter the tobacco industry’s advertising techniques, governments and 
non-profit organizations have developed public service announcements 
(PSAs). These PSAs aim to expose the tobacco industry’s advertising tactics 
and raise awareness about the real effects of smoking. Students can compare 
and contrast the messages of the counter-industry PSAs with the messages of 
tobacco company advertisements, which will help them think critically about the 
real costs of tobacco. 

Key questions for discussion

1. How are these PSAs trying to counter or expose the tobacco industry?  
What tobacco industry tactics are they challenging? 

2. What do these PSAs say about smoking? Are the things they say true? 

3. Are you convinced about the negative effects of tobacco by these PSAs?

4. Which PSAs are most convincing or effective?

Examples of print counter-industry PSAs: 

• “Joe Chemo”

• “Merit – New crush-proof box” 

More of these great ads by artist Bonnie Vierthaler can be found on the 
BADvertising website at http://www.badvertising.org/index.html.

 
Where to find video counter-industry PSAs:

• For the past several years, schools in Nunavut have participated in the “Smoke Screening” 
program. “Smoke Screening” exposes students to anti-tobacco video PSAs from all over the world, 
some of which are counter-industry PSAs. DVDs with Smoke Screening ads from past years are 
available in most schools. For back-issue copies, contact the HSS Tobacco Reduction Specialist 
(contact information on p.3). 

• There are many anti-tobacco ads on the Internet. For example: 

• Joe Chemo (pictured above) is a great site. Check out Joe’s favourite videos at  
http://www.joechemo.org/links.htm#videos

• The Truth Campaign (www.thetruth.com) is a youth-focused industry denormalization 
campaign from the United States. Check out their videos here:

• Splode soda - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UHzxu_chjtI 

• Rat poison - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyxxub_2n6Y 

• Tobacco industry recall - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t57X_y84qg0 

• The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) also has youth media awareness 
videos available online at: http://www.cdc.gov/tobacco/youth/index.htm. 

Students can make their own counter-industry PSAs.  
Have students make their own print or video PSAs challenging the tobacco industry 
and dispelling tobacco advertising myths. For example, do people smoking cigarettes 
look “cool” or do many of them end up sick?

• Invite your students to share their PSAs on the “Tobacco Has No Place Here” 
Facebook page or send them to the HSS Tobacco Reduction Specialist (contact 
information on p.3) to post on the NU Quits website.

Source: JoeChemo.org and Adbusters magazine. 
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 Cost of smoking worksheet
Smoking costs! Find out the real cost of tobacco by completing this worksheet. What else could you 
buy with this money?

How much does a pack of cigarettes cost in your 
community? $ 

If one pack costs that much, how much does each 
cigarette in the pack cost? $ 

If you smoke … How many cigarettes do you 
smoke each day?

If you don’t smoke… Ask a friend who does how 
many cigarettes they smoke each day? 

   
   

How much do you or your friend 
spend on cigarettes each day?

$ 

 

Use your answer from “How much do you or your friend spend 
on cigarettes each day” to calculate how much do you spend 
on cigarettes… 

In 1 week? $ 
In 1 month? $ 
In 1 year? $ 
In 10 years? $ 
In 20 years? $ 

What else could you buy with this money?

Hint:
Divide the cost of the pack by the 
number of cigarettes in the pack. 
There are usually 25 cigarettes in a 
large-sized pack. 

Hint:
Multiply how many cigarettes you 
or your friend smoke each day by 
the cost of each cigarette.
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 Tobacco and Peer Pressure
VIDEO QUESTION 
Everyone has a reason why tobacco has no place in their 
lives – what’s yours?
This question is at the beginning of the video [minute 1:30], but links well to this 
chapter’s learning objectives.

 LEARNING OBjECTIVES:
• Understand how peers can influence individual decisions, and how individuals 

can apply decision-making and/ or refusal skills in peer pressure situations. 

• Apply their knowledge of the effects of tobacco use to their own lives to identify 
reasons tobacco has no place in them. 

The decision to use tobacco or not use tobacco is made by youth several times every day. Peer pressure and 
influence can affect students’ decisions. Exploring how students make decisions and what factors influence 
the decisions that they make can help them identify strategies to make positive choices. This decision-
making model may help guide your discussion about decisions and peer pressure x: 

State the problem 
or dilemma

Identify the alternatives

Choose the best alternative

Evaluate the choice

It is the best choice because … 
The positive consequences would be … 
The negative consequences might be …

I would minimize the negative consequences by … 

You say yes to the cigarette and 
smoke it all now

You feel sick from 
the cigarette

You start saying yes to 
cigarettes and smoking more 
often, and you get addicted

You “fit in” with your 
smoking friends

You are healthier and 
have more energy 
from not smoking

Your friends may not 
understand why you 
refused the cigarette

You say yes to the cigarette but 
only take a few puffs

You say no to the cigarette 

Your friend offers you a cigarette

You say no to the cigarette

Consider the consequences

Activity ideas:

• Role playing – Divide students into groups to role-play situations in which they  
have to use their decision-making/ refusal skills to make a choice. Have students 
act out their role-plays in front of the class. See p.16 for scenario examples and 
follow-up questions. 

• Mind map – Have students make a mind map of 
all the reasons tobacco has no place in their lives. 
Use the handout on p.18 or have students 
explore their reasons through creative 
writing, art, or music. 
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Peer Pressure Role Playing Scenarios

Scenario 1: 
You are hanging out at school with a bunch of your friends and one of them pulls out a smoke. 
She’s never smoked before, and you ask her why she has started smoking. She says her sister gave 
it to her one day when she was bored. She thinks she looks cool doing it. She’s one of your best 
friends and you hang out with her a lot, but you don’t usually smoke. She asks if you want one too. 
What do you say?

Follow-up discussion questions:

1. What did this group decide to do? What did they do well? What might you have done differently?

2. Why might someone start smoking?

3. What kinds of factors affect your choices? 

Scenario 2: 
You just started smoking, and your parents don’t know you smoke. They will freak out if they find out. 
Your dad doesn’t smoke – he quit eight years ago. Your mom still does but tells you not to smoke. 
She says she wishes she had never started, but now she’s addicted. She’s tried to quit a few times, 
but she’s always gone back to smoking. You’re standing behind your house sneaking a smoke and 
thinking about all of these things when your little brother comes out of the house and sees you 
smoking. He says he’s going to tell your parents unless you give him a drag. What do you do?

Follow-up discussion questions:

1. What did this group decide to do? What did they do well? What might you have done differently?

2. What does it mean to be a role model?
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Scenario 3: 
You chew tobacco but you don’t smoke. You just started dating a girl who smokes. She smokes all the 
time when she’s around you, and you’re afraid you’re going to start smoking because you hang out 
so much. Lots of your family members have gotten sick from tobacco, and you don’t want to start 
smoking. You ask her to stop, but she says she won’t stop unless you stop chewing. What do you do?

Follow-up discussion questions:

1. What did this group decide to do? What did they do well? What might you have done differently?

2. What are the health effects of chewing tobacco? (see p.19 for more information)

3. Is it harder or easier to be in peer pressure situations with a girlfriend/ boyfriend?

The next scenario deals with cutting down or quitting smoking. Unfortunately, many Nunavummiut start 
using tobacco when they are very young. The message to “cut down” may be relevant for students who 
have used tobacco for years. Cutting down can be a step towards quitting. However, for students who 
have just started smoking, clear “quit smoking” messages may be more relevant. As a teacher, we leave 
it up to you to decide which message is more relevant for your students.

Scenario 4: 
You smoke half a pack a day. You’ve been trying to [cut down or quit], but you’re having a hard time. 
A lot of your friends and family members smoke. You have picked a day to [start cutting down or quit 
altogether] but you are worried that not everyone will support you. What do you do? How do you tell 
people you are going to [cut down or quit]?

Follow-up discussion questions:

1. What did this group decide to do? What did they do well? What might you have done differently?

2. Why is it important to tell family and friends about your plan to [cut down or quit]?
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Mind map 
Reasons tobacco has no place in my life
Complete this worksheet to help you apply what you have learned about tobacco to your own life. If 
you understand and remember why tobacco has no place in your life, it is much easier to say no to a 
cigarette. If you smoke, these reasons can become your reasons to [cut down or quit]. 

Health reasons
(Ex: I want to have more energy)

Financial reasons 
(Ex: I want to save money to buy a skidoo)

Social reasons
(Ex: I want to be a good role-model)

Personal reasons
(Ex: I want to smell good, not like smoke)

Other reasons:
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Health Effects of Tobacco 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand the connection between using tobacco and the resulting negative 

health consequences, both short and long term.

• Understand the health effects of tobacco on pregnant women and babies. 

Tobacco use (smoking and chewing tobacco) causes many serious health effects. Below is more information 
about common diseases and health effects caused by using tobacco. For more information, check out the NU 
Quits website at www.nuquits.gov.nu.ca. 

Fast facts  
Health effects of tobacco

• Every 6.5 seconds, someone in the world dies from a 
smoking-related disease.

• Tobacco use causes cancer. 

• Tobacco use causes lots of different kinds of cancer, 
including cancer of the lip, pancreas, bladder, 
mouth, throat, esophagus, lungs, nose, and cervix. 

• Over 50 of the 600 chemicals in cigarettes are 
known to cause cancer.xi

• Smoking causes 90% of lung cancer in men and 
70% of lung cancer in women.xii 

• Chewing tobacco causes cancer of the mouth, 
esophagus, and pancreas. It can also cause gum 
disease and mouth lesions.

• 28 of the over 3000 chemicals in chewing tobacco 
are known to cause cancer.

• Tobacco use can also cause COPD (chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease), which is the name for long-term lung 
diseases, including emphysema and chronic bronchitis. 

• COPD is caused by damage to the breathing tubes 
and air sacks in the lungs, making it difficult for 
the body to carry air in and out of the lungs. COPD 
makes airways swollen and partly blocked by 
mucus. 

• People with COPD often have a chronic cough, 
cough up mucus, feel short of breath, wheeze, and 
feel tired. 

• COPD includes emphysema. Emphysema is a long-term 
lung disease that is caused by damage to the air sacks in 
your lungs, making it difficult to breathe.xiii  

Emphysema demo:

Lead students in this quick 
demonstration to better 
understand the effects of 
emphysema. Ask students to 
take a deep breath in. Then ask 
them to exhale half of the air in 
their lungs. Then tell them to 
inhale again. Then ask them to 
again exhale only half of the air in 
their lungs. 

Alternatively, you can get 
students to breathe normally 
through coffee stir sticks. First, 
have the students do 10 jumping 
jacks without the stir sticks and 
assess their breathing. Next, 
have the students do 10 jumping 
jacks while breathing through 
the stir stick and assess their 
breathing. 

After either demo, explain 
that this is what it feels like 
to have emphysema. People 
with emphysema have trouble 
breathing like this all of the time.
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• Tobacco use also causes stroke. 

• Chemicals from smoke make your blood cells and 
blood vessel walls sticky, allowing dangerous fat to 
build up along the sides. This slowly blocks your blood 
vessels. When your blood vessels are blocked, your 
brain cannot get the oxygen it needs, causing a stroke.

• Tobacco use causes heart disease.

• When you smoke or chew tobacco, your heart beats faster and your blood pressure rises. 
High blood pressure can harm your blood vessels, causing a buildup of dangerous fat that 
increases your risk of heart disease. 

• Tobacco contains carbon monoxide (CO), which is a poisonous gas that blocks the body’s organs 
and tissues from absorbing oxygen. This makes you feel tired and have less energy.

STUDENTS CAN TEST THEIR CO LEVELS USING 
THE SMOKELYzER
The Smokelyzer is an educational tool that gives people a rating of how healthy 
their lungs are. They can be used to educate people on their lung health and 
motivate people to quit smoking. Community Health Representatives (CHRs) 
are trained to use them and Smokelyzers are available in all communities.

Fast facts - Smoking while pregnant

VIDEO QUESTION:  
What kind of other health problems do you think babies 
will have if they are exposed to all these nasty chemicals? 

• Smoking during pregnancy can have serious health consequences for the mother and baby. 

• Women who smoke during pregnancy are more likely to have miscarriages and stillbirths. 
Smoking during pregnancy can also cause the baby to be born too early (preterm birth) or too 
small (low birth weight).

• If a mother has smoked while pregnant, when the baby is born, he or she is more likely to get ear 
infections and colds, have breathing problems, suffer from childhood cancer, and/or have learning 
difficulties.xiv  

DID YOU KNOW?  
Circulatory diseases, 
including heart disease and 
strokes, are now the second 
highest leading cause of death 
in Nunavut.
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Activity ideas:

• Guest presentation – Invite the Community Health Representative (CHR) and/or 
community health nurse in your community into your classroom to do a presentation about the 
effects of tobacco on your lungs using the Tobacco Has No Place Here lung model.  CHRs can be 
contacted through your local health centre.

• Global tobacco health warnings – Discuss tobacco health warnings from around 
the world (see examples on p.21). 

• Tar jar – Make your own tar jar (see below) to demonstrate how much tar someone inhales from 
smoking a pack a day for a year. 

• What’s in a cigarette? – Have students complete the cigarette ingredients crossword 
(see p.24) with the help of the Fact Sheet: What’s in a Cigarette? (p.23). Consider having students 
complete the crossword in pairs, with a prize for the pair that completes it first. 

HOW TO MAKE YOUR OWN “TAR jAR”

A pack-a-day smoker inhales 1 cup of tar per year.

1. Remove the label from a medium-sized clear bottle or jar  
(2 cup or 500 ml capacity).

2. Measure out 1 cup (250 ml) of molasses.
3. Pour molasses into the bottle or jar.
4. Seal the bottle or jar tightly and securely. Consider gluing the lid closed in place 

– students are very curious about the “tar” and like to try to open the bottle.
5. Label the bottle or jar: “One year of smoking a pack a day produces this 

much tar.”

For a more shocking display, you can put 5 cups into a larger bottle and label it the 
amount of tar a pack-a-day smoker inhales in 5 years. 
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Tobacco Health Warnings
The World Health Organization (WHO) has a great database of health warnings from around the world, 
available online at: http://www.who.int/tobacco/healthwarningsdatabase/en/index.html. Some 
samples are below. The warnings are an interesting entry point to talking to students about the health 
effects of using tobacco. You can create a handout or a PowerPoint presentation using the health 
warning pictures but leaving out the accompanying written health messages. Ask students to guess 
which health message goes with each picture warning. What message is each health warning sending? 
Follow-up questions include: Did you know about these health effects before? Did any of the health 
effects surprise you? 

Examples of WHO health warnings from around the world and their health messages 

Country: Venezuela

Health message:  
“Smoking causes lung cancer, 
cough, pulmonary emphysema 

and chronic bronchitis”

© Venezuela Ministry of Health and PAHO/WHO. 
Available from: http://www.who.int/tobacco/

healthwarningsdatabase/tobacco_large_venezuela_
lung_01_es/en/index.html 

Country: Venezuela

Health message:  
“Smoking causes  

impotency in males” 
**Great ad to link to sexual  

health education!

© Venezuela Ministry of Health and PAHO/WHO. 
Available from: http://www.who.int/tobacco/

healthwarningsdatabase/tobacco_large_venezuela_
impotence_02_es/en/index.html

Country: Venezuela

Health message:  
“Cigarette smoke also 

damages non-smokers”  

© Venezuela Ministry of Health and PAHO/WHO. 
Available from: http://www.who.int/tobacco/

healthwarningsdatabase/tobacco_large_venezuela_
death_02_es/en/index.html

Note on Canada’s new warning labels: In 2011, Health Canada came out 
with tough new warning labels for cigarette packages. The new warnings 
feature graphic images and must cover 75% of the cigarette box.
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Cigarettes contain WAY 

more then just tobacco

Fact sheet 

What’s in 
a cigarette?

There are as many as 600 chemicals 

in a cigarette

Over 50 of these chemicals are 

known to cause cancer.

Someone in the world dies from a 

smoking-related disease every 6.5 seconds.

Did you know...
... that the paper on a 
cigarette contains titanium 
oxide, which is also used in 
jet fuel.

SO WHAT IS IN 
A CIGARETTE?

Urea
Found in pee and 
human sweat.

Formaldehyde
Preserves dead 
corpses.

Arsenic
Used in rat poison

Butane
 Lighter fluid.

Acetic acid
Used in hair due.

Ammonia
Used in bathroom 
cleaners and 
explosives.

Hydrogen cyanide
Has been used in 
prison executions.

Cadium
Found in batteries. 
Causes emphysema 
and cancer.

And so many 
more....

But “light” cigarettes are 
healthier, right?!
No way! “Light” cigarettes have more 
holes in the filter than “Regular” 
cigarettes, but they contain the 
exact same deadly chemicals.

The extra holes are suppose to let in 
more air with every puff, but smokers 
block these holes while they smoke, 
making them useless.

Smokers also puff harder on “Light” 
cigarettes, breathing in the same 
gross toxins.
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What’s in a cigarette? Crossword
Use the Fact Sheet: What’s in a cigarette? to complete this crossword. Answers on p.35.

1 2

3

4

5

6 7 8 9

10

11

12 13

14 15

16 17

18

ACROSS

1. This chemical in cigarettes is also used in hair dye
4.  You inhale this poisonous gas when you smoke
5.  How many chemicals are in a cigarette?
8.  True or false? “Light” cigarettes are healthier and 

less toxic than regular cigarettes
10. This chemical in cigarettes is also used to preserve 

dead bodies
11. How many chemicals in cigarettes are known to 

cause cancer?
12. This chemical in cigarettes is also found in urine 

and human sweat
14. Carbon monoxide blocks your body from getting 

enough of this
15. This chemical in cigarettes is found in batteries
16. A pack-a-day smoker breathes in about one cup of 

this chemical every year

17. Many chemicals in cigarettes, including cadmium, 
cause this disease

18. This chemical in cigarettes is also used in  
lighter fluid

DOWN

1. This chemical found in cigarettes is also used in rat 
poison

2. This chemical is found on the paper on a cigarette 
and is also used in jet fuel

3. Every 6.5 _____, someone in the world dies from a 
tobacco-related illness

6. This chemical in cigarettes is also used in  
paint thinners

7. This chemical found in cigarettes has also been 
used in prison executions

9. This disease makes it very difficult to breathe
13. This chemical found in cigarettes is also used in 

bathroom cleaners and explosives
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Quitting Tobacco 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
• Understand that going smoke-free can reverse many of the harms 

caused by smoking. 

• Recognize that tobacco addiction can be overcome with the help of 
various supports. 

Cigarettes and chewing tobacco contain nicotine, a very 
addictive substance. It takes the average person seven 
tries to quit smoking for good. However, it is important 
that students recognize that quitting smoking is possible. 
Going smoke-free can reverse many of the harms caused 
by tobacco. This positive message is key for students to 
feel empowered to make healthy choices for themselves 
now and in their futures. 

If your students need help quitting tobacco use or want to 
know how their family or friends can get help quitting, refer 
them to the resources listed on p.27.  

Activity ideas:

• Healing from Smoking Timeline – 
Make a copy of the timeline for each student. Cut 
the positive effects of going smoke-free into strips 
of paper. Have each student put the positive effects 
into chronological order. Discuss anything that 
came as a surprise. 

• Quit tips – Using the handout on p.26, ask 
students to rate the tips according to which ones 
they like best. Then ask them to come up with two 
of their own quit tips. Pass this information along 
to the HSS Tobacco Reduction Specialist (contact 
information on p.3).

• Sharing stories – Invite students to share 
stories of people they know who have quit smoking. 
How did they quit? What challenges did they 
overcome? How do they feel now? 
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Quit Tips
Circle the quit tip that you like the best. Why do you like it? Which one do you like the least? Why?  
Then make up two of your own quit tips.

1. Wrap your pack of cigarettes in plastic wrap. The extra time it takes you to unwrap it will give 
you time to re-evaluate if you really want a cigarette or if your craving has passed.

2. Before going for a smoke, read the ingredients label on your cigarette pack. Think about the 
hundreds of chemicals in that cigarette and ask yourself if you really want those chemicals in 
your body. 

3. Think about all your reasons to quit – to save money, to have more energy, to live longer, to be 
a good role model for family members. Write down your reasons and post the list somewhere 
where you can look at it often.

4. Make a plan to quit. Set a quit date and tell your friends and family about your plans. Get 
support by visiting the health center or calling the Quitline at 1-866-368-7848.

5. Drink lots of water, eat regular meals and healthy snacks, and exercise. Playing sports, 
dancing, or doing something else you love to do will help relieve stress and make you less 
likely to want to smoke! 

6. Carry around other things to put in your mouth if you are having a craving, like sugar-free 
chewing gum, country food snacks, or a toothpick.

7. Put whatever money you would spend on smoking into a “rewards jar.” Look at how much you 
save each day! Use the money to buy yourself a reward, like new clothes or a meal out.

8. If you’re not ready to quit, reduce your smoking by smoking only ½ a cigarette at a time.  
Try changing brands to one that you don’t like.

Write down your own quit tips here:

9.   

10.                            
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Where to refer students if they  
want help quitting smoking: 

Quitline:  1-866-3NU-QUIT or 1-866-368-7848
• The Quitline is a free number for people to call to get counselling 

and support on how to quit smoking. All calls are answered by 
professional counsellors. 

• Services are available in English, Inuktitut, Inuinnaqtun, and French.

• In addition to being a good referral resource for students, the Quitline can be a resource for you if 
you find yourself supporting students who want to quit. Feel free to call them for information and 
support to help someone else quit.

Health care providers
• Community Health Representatives (CHRs) – Many CHRs have experience and training in 

supporting people who want to quit smoking. Some run stop smoking support groups.

• Nurses – Some nurses have been trained in the RNAO’s Best Practices in Smoking Cessation 
course. Community health nurses can provide more information on medications and Nicotine 
Replacement Therapy (NRT), which can help people quit. Youth who smoke may be candidates for 
these medications.

• Department of Health and Social Services, Tobacco Reduction Specialist – The Tobacco 
Reduction Specialist is here to support you in your tobacco prevention efforts. Contact information 
is on p.3.

Nicotine Replacement Therapies (NRTs) 
• NRTs are available for free for beneficiaries with a prescription from a doctor (up to a maximum 

dosage per NRT per year).

• HSS is working on a policy change that will allow health centers to stock NRTs and nurses to give 
out one course of NRT without a doctor’s prescription. This means that you can get NRT right away 
from your community health nurse.

Smokelyzers  
• Smokelyzers are educational tools that give people a rating of how healthy 

their lungs are. They can be used to educate people on their lung health and 
motivate people to quit smoking.

• Smokelyzers can be accessed through the health center. CHRs are trained to 
use them.  

Self-help resources
• “Quitpacks” with information about quitting, quit tips, gum, and other items are available at some 

local health centers.

• Self-help manuals, such as “Smoking Sucks” (for youth) are available at some health centers or 
by contacting the HSS Tobacco Reduction Specialist (contact information on p.3).

Online resources 
• Visit the Government of Nunavut’s tobacco website at  

www.nuquits.gov.nu.ca for more information, resources,  
and activity ideas. 
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Raising Awareness  
in your School

Do you know?

This is a great awareness activity to run at your school – it will get students interested in learning the truth 
about tobacco and the tobacco industry, whether they thought they wanted to know about tobacco or not!

Here’s how to do it:

1. Recruit a group of student volunteers to help you with the activity. Or, you can run the activity 
with your entire class. Explain to the students that you would like to spread the truth about 
tobacco in a new and interesting way. Talk to your school principal to let him or her know about 
your plans. 

2. Ask students to help you create posters that say DO YOU KNOW? Don’t put anything else on 
the posters – they are meant to be mysterious and spark the interest of the other students in 
the school.

3. Once you have made the posters, put them up all over the school. Be sure to do this once 
everyone has gone home so that nobody knows who put them up.

4. Explain to the student volunteers that the other students in the school will see these posters 
and will become very curious about what it is they are supposed to know. Tell them to keep their 
involvement a secret. A day or so after putting up the posters, the student volunteers will wear 
signs on their shirts that say I KNOW! . Curious students will then ask the student volunteers 
what they know, and the volunteers will tell them an interesting fact about tobacco.

5. Collect facts that student volunteers can give to students when they are asked “What do you 
know?” Some suggestions are listed below. 

6. After a day or two, have the group of student volunteers walk around the school wearing signs 
saying “I know.” Students should ask these people what they know. The team will tell them some 
useful facts about tobacco and the tobacco industry. 
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Tobacco facts
Student volunteers can tell other students these facts when asked,  
“What do you know?”

• Cigarette smoke contains 4000 chemicals.

• Within 48 hours of going smoke-free, your sense of taste and smell 
will improve.

• Smoking can lead to vision loss.

• “Light” cigarettes contain exactly the same deadly chemicals as 
regular cigarettes.

• Quitting smoking can add up to 8 years to your life.xv

• Cigarettes contain urea – also found in pee and human sweat.

• Someone in the world dies from a tobacco-related disease every 
6.5 seconds

• Cigarettes contain formaldehyde, which is used to preserve 
dead bodies.

• When you smoke, you are inhaling arsenic, a chemical used in 
rat poison.

• Tobacco use causes 1 in every 3 deaths in Nunavut.

• Tobacco is the only product in the world that when used as it is 
intended, kills its user.

• The tobacco industry spends $34 million a day on advertising 
and promotions.

If you are a pack-a-day smoker but decide to go smoke-free, you will save 
$5,500 in just one year, maybe enough to buy a Skidoo?!
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Bonus Movie
Below are four fact sheets that provide supplementary information specific to this bonus movie.  
For activity ideas, see “The Tobacco Industry” section on p.10. 

 

This scene shows farmers growing tobacco in India. India is the third 
largest producer of tobacco. What  two countries grow more tobacco 

Where is tobacco grown? 
 
Tobacco is a plant that is mostly grown in developing countries. About 50 years ago, most tobacco 
was grown in the United States, but now tobacco farming has moved further south to countries like 
China, Brazil, and India.  

 

What is it like to grow tobacco? 
 
Tobacco plants take away from nutrients the soil they grow in, so 
farmers use chemical fertilizers and pesticides to grow tobacco. Farmers 
can get sick from being around these chemicals. 

Picking and carrying tobacco leaves can also make farmers sick with 
something called “green tobacco sickness.”  The tobacco plant contains 
nicotine, which can get into a person’s body when it is handled, 
especially when it is wet. Green tobacco sickness causes headaches, 
weakness, vomiting, stomach cramps, coughing, and breathlessness.

In many countries, children grow and pick tobacco. Children can 
become particularly sick from green tobacco sickness and from the 
chemicals used to grow tobacco. For example, one study found that 

children have serious health problems from absorbing so much 
nicotine through their skin, it’s the same as smoking 50 cigarettes per 
day.

How much do tobacco farmers make? 
 
Not much! In 2003, tobacco farmers in the United States were paid less than 1% of what a consumer paid for tobacco products. In other 
words, if you buy a pack of cigarettes for $20, the farmer gets less than 20 cents for the tobacco in that pack. Farmers in the developing 
world are paid even less.

Fact sheet  
Growing tobacco

Leading Producer
of Tobacco Leaf
Production quantity in metric tonnes

US -22%
India 19%
China 20%
Brazil 49%
Malawi 111%

2,500,000 3,000,000

2000 2009

500,000 1,000,000 1,500,000 2,000,000

+
+
+

+

Leading Producers 
of Tobacco Leaf 

xvi
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HIGARIAQANGITTUTIT 
ARRÊTE DE FUMER

Where is tobacco made into cigarettes?  
 

Tobacco is made into cigarettes in more than 500 factories all over the world. These factories 
make almost 6 trillion cigarettes every year. 

Most cigarette factories are located in Europe and China, but there are also factories in the United   
               States and a few in Canada.  

                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How are cigarettes made?  
 
There is much more inside of a cigarette than just tobacco leaves. 
In cigarette factories, the tobacco leaves are ground up, and 
then more than 600 chemicals are added to the mixture before 
it is rolled into cigarettes. More than 50 of these chemicals cause 
cancer.  
 
Here are some examples of chemicals in cigarettes : 
• Arsenic – Used in rat poison.

• Benzene – Used in paint thinners. Can cause cancer.

• Cadmium – Found in batteries. Causes emphysema and cancer.

• Urea – Found in human sweat and urine.

Fact sheet 

 Making tobacco 
into cigarettes

This scene shows tobacco leaves being made into cigarettes in a factory 
in the United States. What countries have factories that make cigarettes? 

World Cigarette Manufacturing in 2010

xvii
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How much tobacco is sold in Nunavut?  
 

In 2010, 31 billion cigarettes were sold in Canada, and 65 million of these were sold in Nunavut. In 
2010/11, Nunavummiut spent more than $42 million on tobacco products.

 
 
 
 
 
 

How much money do tobacco companies make?  
 

 

Which companies are making most of the money? 
 

They are: 
• Philip Morris International

• Altria/Philip Morris USA

• Japan Tobacco International

• British American Tobacco

• Imperial Tobacco

In Canada, three main companies dominate the tobacco industry. They are Imperial 
Tobacco Canada Limited; Rothmans, Benson & Hedges Incorporated; and  
JTI-Macdonald Corporation. 
 

Who is getting rich in these companies? 
 
Tobacco companies make a lot of money, but they do not employ many people. This 
means that a few people are getting very rich working for tobacco companies. The heads (CEOs) of tobacco companies make millions of 
dollars each year. 
 
For example, in 2010, the CEO of Altria/ Philip Morris USA made $24 million dollars! That is just a little bit less that Kobe Bryant made 
playing basketball for the LA Lakers in 2011-12, and more than Tom Cruise made in 2010-11!

Fact sheet  

Tobacco companies

This scene represents how much money tobacco 
companies make selling cigarettes. They make a 
lot! How much money did Nunavummiut spend on 
cigarettes in 2010/11?

Nunavut: 
65 million 
cigarettes

$42 
million 

on tobacco 
products=Canada: 

31 billion 
cigarettes
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How many people who use tobacco actually die from it? 
 

deaths in Nunavut is caused from smoking. For every one death caused by tobacco, 20 more people 
get seriously sick from smoking.

 
                 

What major illnesses does tobacco cause? 
 
and cervix. It is the main cause of lung cancer.

Smoking causes other lung sicknesses, such as asthma and emphysema.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What would happen if all Nunavummiut were smoke-free? 
 
Smoking is the main cause of lung cancer. Smoking causes 90% of lung cancer in men and 70% of lung cancer in women. This means 
that if we were smoke-free, we could get rid of MOST of the lung cancer in Nunavut, plus bring the rates of other lung and circulatory 
diseases down. Without tobacco in the picture, Nunavummiut would live much longer than they do today. 

Fact sheet 
 

Harm caused by tobacco

Sad Truth: 
Right now, Nunavummiut die sooner than other Canadians. 
Cancer is a big reason why life expectancy is lower in Nunavut than the rest of Canada. One study shows that almost half of 
deaths caused by cancer in Inuit Nunangat are caused by lung cancer. And guess what the biggest cause of lung cancer is?  
That’s right – smoking.

Good news! Your body begins to heal from smoking as soon as you go smoke-free.

This scene shows people smoking fading into a graveyard. It is a harsh image but it 
represents the real harm caused by tobacco. Many people who smoke get sick and die from 
tobacco use. How does tobacco cause illness and death? 

If you choose to change only one 
thing to make your health better,  

choose to quit smoking.  
More than anything else, quitting 
smoking will improve your health 

and the health of those  
around you.
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Resources
For more information about tobacco and resources for tobacco education, check out the following websites and  
online resources:

Government of Nunavut Tobacco website: http://www.nuquits.gov.nu.ca

Pauktuutit: http://www.pauktuutit.ca/index.php/tobacco-cessation-home-page/ 

The Truth Campaign:  www.thetruth.com 

Tobacco Atlas Online: http://www.tobaccoatlas.org/growing.html

Tobacco Industry Denormalization Info Pack: www.nbatc.ca/tatu/download/TID.pdf 

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)’s “Tips from Former Smokers” campaign: http://www.cdc.gov/
tobacco/campaign/tips/?s_cid=OSH_tips_D9011 

World Health Organization Tobacco Database: http://www.who.int/tobacco/healthwarningsdatabase/en/index.html.

Government of Northwest Territories Tobacco Education Teacher Resource Manual. Downloadable from the Department 
of Education at: http://www.ece.gov.nt.ca/
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CROSSWORD ANSWER KEY 
Across
1. Acetic acid
4. Carbon monoxide
5. Six hundred
8. False
10. Formaldehyde
11. Over fifty
12. Urea

14. Oxygen
15. Cadmium
16. Tar
17. Cancer
18. Butane

Down
1.  Arsenic
2. Titanium oxide
3. Seconds
6. Benzene
7.  Hydrogen
9. Emphysema
13. Ammonia
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For more information about anything in this Guide, contact 
the Government of Nunavut Tobacco Reduction Specialist 
at tobacco@gov.nu.ca or 867-975-5712.


